
Large Swedish industrial company
choose Flowscape
One of Sweden’s largest industrial companies has chosen to extend and expand its
Flowscape solution at their head office. The order value in the first year amounts to
105,000 SEK and thereafter 90,000 SEK annually. The deal is done in collaboration with
Flowscape's partner Fujitsu.

“We are pleased that Flowscape has been entrusted to support the customer in creating a safe
return to the office during the pandemic. This head office installation can lead to good
opportunities for future expansions to the customers offices globally. We currently see that
many companies are interested in Covid-adapted solutions for a safer return to their offices ”
says Peter Löfgren, Nordic Sales Manager at Flowscape.

The customer already use Flowscape's room booking solution and have now expanded their
installation with Desk management solution. Flowscape solution will support the customer in
ensuring the maximum number of employees does not exceed the company policy and
regulations. When blocking of desks a safe distance between booked workplaces is possible to
control. Sensors for measuring presence will also provide extensive information about how the
office is actually used, which is critical to be able to optimize the space. The solution includes
Flowscape's room panel, room booking, desk booking and analytics solution with sensors,
kiosk screens, mobile apps and Outlook plugin

The deal is being carried out with Flowscape's partner Fujitsu, which is one of the world's
largest IT infrastructure providers.

For additional information, please contact: 

Anders Malmström
VP Sales & Marketing
Cellphone: +46 70 664 30 31 
E-mail: anders.malmstrom@flowscapesolutions.com

About Flowscape Technology AB

Flowscape is a Prop-Tech company with a world-leading solution for social distancing in the
office, optimization of office space and a more efficient workday. The solution uses the latest
IoT sensors and indoor positioning technology to create a state of the art SaaS solution for
smart offices. The main function, Flowmap, gives companies an overview of the office and



enables them to quickly find rooms, desks, office equipment and colleagues as well as analysis
of the use of the spaces. Flowscape also has a communication tool for efficient geo fence
specific communication to people in a building or people within an area in the event of a crisis.
Flowscape has offices in Stockholm (headquarters), Sofia, San Francisco and London.

For more information, please visit  www.flowscapesolutions.com


